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ABSTRACT

The present study aims to describe speed rate
effects (i.e. tempo) on Human Beatboxing based
on aerodynamic data. Intraoral pressure (Po),
oral airflow (Oaf), nasal airflow (Naf) and the
acoustic signal were simultaneously recorded. The
experiment consisted in the production of various
Beat Patterns composed of kick drums, hi-hats and
snare drums. They were produced at different
rates: 90 beats per minute (BPM), 120 BPM and
150 BPM. Based on Po and Oaf, we estimated the
relative constriction area. Results show temporal
reduction of patterns (ρ = −0.97) and sounds (ρ =
−0.37). Subjects tended to decrease intraoral
pressure and increase constriction area as speed rate
increased. In few cases, subjects increased intraoral
pressure and decreased constriction area as rate
increased. Human Beatboxing constitute an original
contribution to discuss production mechanisms with
non-linguistic data.

Keywords: Experimental Phonetics, Beatboxing,
Reduction, Tempo, Aerodynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

The present study aims to describe speed rate (i.e.
tempo) effects on Human Beatboxing (HBB) based
on aerodynamic data. Speech rate is known to be
a factor of reduction affecting supralaryngeal and
laryngeal gestures. During fast speech, articulators’
velocity is increased and consequently gestures’
duration and amplitude are reduced [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
At fast rates, the interval of time between gestures
is shortened, the degree of overlap may increase as
well [4, 5]. Speech rate was found to have little
or no effects on intraoral pressure and oral airflow
peaks [6, 7, 8, 9]. Though, these studies do not
account for individual patterns and only investigate
pulmonic egressive obstruents. HBB is a musical
technique produced with vocal tract movements. A
study of [10] found that tempo affects the duration
of beatboxed sounds and patterns.

Aerodynamics is a branch of fluid mechanics
dealing with the motion of gases. During vocal
production (e.g. speech, singing), vocal tract volume
continuously changes over time and generates
different pressure levels and different types and
levels of airflow (i.e. volume velocity). From
intraoral pressure and airflow measurements, we
can estimate particle velocity and the relative
constriction area [11]. Particle velocity (v) is the
rate of change in particle position. Particle velocity
depends on several factors as pressure, air density
or gravitational acceleration [12]. Catford [11]
offers a simplified equation for phonetic purposes:
v = 412

√
P, where P is the measured intraoral

pressure. Relative constriction area (A) is derived
from volume velocity and particle velocity A =U/v
where U is the measured oral airflow and v the
estimated particle velocity.

To investigate speed rate effects on HBB, subjects
were asked to produce Beatboxing Patterns at 3
different tempo: 90, 120 and 150 beat per minutes
(BPM). Tempo is a musical term that refers to the
interval of time separating pulsations (e.g. interval
of time separating the metronome’s beats) and
defines how “quick” a musician plays. Low tempo
are characterized by long intervals between notes
and fast tempo are characterized by shorter intervals.
In terms of production, at fast tempo, musician will
have less time to reach the targets (e.g. key strike for
a pianist). Concerning HBB, we hypothesize that
subjects will have less time to reach the targets as
tempo increases and we expect intraoral pressure to
decrease and constriction area to increase as tempo
increases.

2. METHODS

2.1. Data Acquisition

Aerodynamic and acoustic signals were acquired
with EVA2 Workstation [13]. EVA2 Workstation
allows simultaneous recording of acoustic signal,
intraoral pressure (hPa, 1hPa = 1.02cmH2O), oral
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airflow and nasal airflow (dm3/s). The acoustic
waveform was obtained by EVA2 integrated
microphone. Oral Airflow (Oaf) was collected using
a flexible silicone mask pressed on the subjects’
mouth. Nasal Airflow (Naf) was obtained through
a tube placed in the nostril. Intraoral pressure (Po)
was obtained inserting a small tube into the pharynx
through the nasal cavity. Whenever Po and Oaf
clipped, tokens were excluded from the analysis.

2.2. Protocol and Corpus

The data presented here was excerpted from a larger
database of aerodynamic data from 4 professional
beatboxers: 3 males (VP, CJ, GA) and 1 female (AI).
Most of them have 12 or 13 years of training except
AI that has only 4 years of training. All of them
won at least one french championship and two of
them won a world championship. The experiment
consisted in the production of various Beat Patterns
(BP) produced at 90 BPM, 120 BPM and 150 BPM
repeated 4 times each. Tempo was given through a
vibrating metronome placed and the subjects’ wrist.

The corpus is composed of 11 patterns with the
same metrical, rhythmical and melodic structure but
with different phonetic structure. Figure 1 gives an
example structure of the basic pattern [p’

>
ts’ ˇ

>
kÏ

>
ts’

p’ p’
>
ts’ ˇ

>
kÏ

>
ts’]. The same pattern may also be

produced with a different phonetic structure such as
[ú’

>
ts’

>
úS’

>
ts’ ú’ ú’

>
ts’

>
úS’

>
ts’] for example. On the Figure,

the first line shows a 90BPM metronome’s pulsation,
the second line shows the melodic structure with
drums alternations, the third line indicates the
position in the metrics and the fourth line gives a
transcription of the phonetic structure. The analysis
focuses on the pattern illustrated in Figure 1. In this
BP, [p’] was produced as an ejective bilabial stop.
[
>
ts’] was produced as an ejective dental affricate by

subjects VP, AI, CJ and as a pulmonic egressive
dental affricate [

>
ts:] in position 9 by subject GA.

[ˇ
>
kÏ] was produced as a pulmonic ingressive velar

lateral affricate by subjects VP, CJ, GA and as an
implosive velar stop and a pulmonic ingressive velar
lateral fricative [ˇ

>
ÎÏ] by subject AI. In total, 48

patterns and 396 tokens were analyzed.

2.3. Aerodynamic measures

For each sound, intraoral pressure (Po) and oral
airflow (Oaf) peaks were automatically extracted
in Praat. Then, we calculated particle velocity
v = 412

√
P, where P is the measured pressure,

and relative constriction area A = U/v, where U
is the measured oral airflow. We also extracted

Tempo of reference: 90BPM

p’>t

1 5 62 4 7 93 8
[p'] [p'] [p'][ts'] [ts'] [ts'] [ts'][↓kL] [↓kL]

666ms 666ms 666ms 666ms

Figure 1: Metrical structure of a Beat Pattern at
90BPM. Line 1: metronome’s pulsation, line 2:
melodic structure, line 3: metrical position, line 4:
phonetic structure

sound duration and patterns duration to assess
temporal reduction of beatbox patterns and sounds.
Sound duration was measured from the beginning
of the occlusion (when Po starts increasing) to the
offset of the acoustic signal. Pattern duration was
measured from the beginning of the first sound
to the end of the last one. Based on patterns
duration, we calculated the actual tempo at which
subjects produced patterns. Spearman’s coefficient
(ρ) were calculated in R between temporal and
aerodynamic variables. Sounds were analyzed
for each participant in each position to investigate
individual behaviors and possible effect of sounds
and metrical positions regarding speed rate effects.

3. RESULTS

Spearman’s coefficients showed very high
correlation between the tempo of reference (i.e.
90, 120, 150BPM) and BP duration (ρ = −0.97).
BP duration decreases when speed rate increases.
Correlation between the tempo of reference and
sound duration is lower (ρ = −0.37). Sounds are
less affected than BPs, suggesting inter-gestural
intervals decrease more than sounds themselves.
There was no correlation between tempo and
aerodynamic measures.

3.1. Speed rate effects on pressure

Intraoral pressure changes as a function of speed rate
allows us to infer changes of the initiatory gesture
(i.e. gesture setting air in motion). A decrease of
the pressure would suggest an undershoot of the
gesture (i.e. less volumetric reduction) while an
increase of the pressure would suggest an overshoot
of the gesture (i.e. more volumetric reduction).
Figure 2 shows a scatter-plot of intraoral pressure
as a function of tempo. There is a tendency of
intraoral pressure to decrease at fast rate. Though,
some exceptions and non-linear effects are observed.

There is an increase in intraoral pressure as speed
rate increases for subject CJ in position 6 (ρ = 0.52)
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Figure 2: Intraoral pressure as a function of tempo. Each panel represents one position.
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Figure 3: Constriction area as a function of tempo. Each panel represents one position.
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and for subject GA in position 5 (ρ = 0.66) and
9 (ρ = 0.73). This increase suggest that there is
a greater volume reduction as tempo increases. In
some cases, initiation remains stable as for example
subject VP in position 1 and 6.

There are non-linear effects of speed rate on
initiation. For example, if we look at the data from
CJ in position 6, Po increases between low tempo
(i.e. 90BPM) and medium tempo (i.e. 120BPM)
but remains stable between medium and fast (i.e.
150BPM). Another non-linear effect can also be
observed for subject GA in position 4 where Po
increases at 120BPM but decreases at 150BPM.

There is a consistent tendency across subjects
in position 4, suggesting position in the metric
influences reduction. Indeed, intraoral pressure
reduces for all subjects concerning [

>
ts’] in position

4 (ρ < −0.54). In position 9, there is an important
decrease of the pressure for all subjects except for
GA who produced [

>
ts:] with increasing pressure

(±10hPa). Less effect of rate on pressure is
observed for [p’] and little effect on pressure is
observed for [ˇ

>
kÏ]. Concerning [p’] in position 1, CJ

decreases the pressure about 16hPa at fast rate while
for VP and GA, pressure is more or less stable. In
position 5, there is a decrease of the pressure for VP.
In position 6 we observe a decrease of presure for
AI and GA and an increase for CJ.

3.2. Speed rate effects on constriction area

The estimation of relative constriction area allows
us to infer changes in the articulation. The tendency
observed in the data is an increase of the constriction
area as speed rate increases. In few instances, we
observe a decrease of the constriction area as for
subject VP in position 1, subject CJ in position 6 (i.e.
[p’]) and GA in position 7 (i.e. [

>
ts’]). In few cases,

constriction area remains stable (e.g. VP position
7, AI position 6, GA position 4). Non-linear effects
are also observed concerning speed rate effects on
constriction area. For example, [

>
ts’] in position 2,

GA shows an increase of the constriction area at
120BPM and a decrease from 120 to 150BPM.

Once again, we observe a consistent tendency
across subjects in position 4 and 9. Indeed, the data
suggest a larger constriction area for all subjects,
except GA in position 4 where constriction remains
stable as speed rate increases. In initial position,
VP and CJ show a decrease of the constriction
area. A similar observation is made from CJ’s data
in position 6. While pressure remained stable for
the inward k-snare [ˇ

>
kÏ], data from CJ shows an

increase of the constriction area as tempo increases.

4. DISCUSSION

The data showed temporal reduction of beatboxing
patterns (ρ = −0.97) and sounds (ρ = −0.37).
Sounds decreased their duration to a lesser extent
suggesting a greater effect on intergestural duration.
As hypothesized, when rate is increasing, subjects
tended to decrease intraoral pressure and increase
constriction area. It was found that hi-hats produced
in position 4 and 9 were the most affected by
increased tempo. Contrary to kick drums and snare
drums, hi-hats are not produced in phase with the
metronome beat therefore, they constitute weaker
positions. Furthermore, position 4 forms a complex
interval along with the preceding snare and the
following kick drum as shown on Figure 1. Thus, it
is not surprising to observe reduction in an interval
where multiple targets are to be reached (i.e. velar,
dental and bilabial).

Our data also shows cases where the pressure
is increased and the constriction area is decreased.
These data contradicts our initial hypothesis.
We think that timing (i.e. synchronization of
the production with the metronome), may help
explaining this contradiction. Indeed, Figure 2 and
3 shows that subjects are beatboxing more quickly
and slowly than the tempo of reference. This
suggests that the timing of production differ from the
metronome’s pulsation. Measuring and quantifying
the deviation from the reference of the metronome
for each interval would discard or confirm possible
effects of timing on HBB production. An acoustic
study is needed to investigate if changes are
observed in the acoustic output.

5. CONCLUSION

The data presented here shows an effect of tempo
on production of HBB. Though, future studies
are needed to understand individual adaptation
to increasing rate, particularly to explain the
contradictions in our data. A study on timing could
be relevant to further understand if timing interacts
with tempo and if subjects try to compensate tempo
and timing effects (i.e. overshoot at fast tempo).
Such study would constitute an original contribution
to discuss production mechanisms and motor control
with non-linguistic data.
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